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About This Game

"Typing Game" is a perfect indie game to train typing. It is very easy to understand how it works, and the way in which the
game is construed is very easy to get used to.

When you enter "Typing Game" you have to select a difficulty before you start. You have 3 different difficulty levels, easy,
normal and difficult. In addition, each level of difficulty corresponds to a different background, changing the setting of the

game.
Inside the game, you will see how several words go down, the only thing you have to do is write them and hold as much as

possible. But there are several rules:

-There is a line of danger that unwritten words can not pass, each game can allow you to pass a word, if there is a second word
that passes, you lose the game.

-When you write the first letter of a word, you will see how this word lights up blue, and from there you can only write that
word, any letter of another word that you are seeing will not count. So you must decide why to go first without going over the

danger line.

Also, the words that appear are random, you will never play an equal level in this game, also those words are adjusted to the
level of difficulty.

What to expect:

-Random generated gameplay
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-3 difficulty levels

-Perfect game to practice typing in the simplest way

How to play:

-Use your mouse to navigate through menu and use your keyboard to play.

To move trough menu, you have to click right click while moving.
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Title: Typing game
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Garnudo Games
Publisher:
Garnudo Games
Release Date: 22 Sep, 2018
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I love this game. I have just lost my mom and mother in-law and my old faithful dog within 3 month period and the only thing
that keeps me sane is Super Mega Baseball. The game stands true to every aspect of the real game. The way you can customize
is absolutely a laugh a minute. I have put in over 200 hrs. Playing and I don\u2019t look at stopping anytime soon. Great fun and
recommended to all ages.. I don't dislike this game enough to not recommend it, but also don't like it enough to give it a glowing
review. I give it a solid 'meh' overall.

I got all the endings and achievements in this game in less than an hour. Each run is almost painfully short and the story is vague
until you get closer to the true ending. But even then, we are not told much. And of course, there's the matter of price. I don't
feel this game is worth $2.99, even with the additional content so I highly recommend buying it on sale.

On a positive note, though; the sprites and artwork are beautiful, the music is nice, and the additional content they've thrown in
is neat. And I especially liked how the completion of each ending activated a very small note within the game's files. It was a
nice touch, though if I had not been told about it I probably never would have seen them.. Seems ok but controls are not intuitive
- can't easily delete objects, aiming tools sometimes works, sometimes doesnt. Music is decent but feels like a indie\/kickstarter
music. With a bit of improvement could be a great game. Graphics and sound effects are good.. "in Space" is a very simple retro
space shooting game.
The graphics are extremely basic (even more basic than Space Invaders).

You fly a spaceship, trying to shoot all of the enemy spaceships and asteroids which are approaching from the right side of the
screen.

It's not a particularly thrilling game; I'm guessing that it's probably aimed at those who want a bit of nostalgia in their computer
gaming.

However, I do like the difficulty settings. Players can choose Normal, Hard, Very Hard, or Bonkers (that's a nice little touch of
humour in the last-named setting).

There's not many reasons to recommend this game. A yearning to play retro games is about the only reason I can think of for
people wanting to play it - if so, then good luck to them, and I hope they enjoy it.

However, despite the retro reason for its existence, I can't recommend this game in good conscience.
I didn't particularly enjoy it, and I'm guessing that most other people wouldn't either.. Again another addictive and fun time
management game from the people at Gamehouse, I will play all of these games.. Minit is a lovely action adventure game in the
vein of the old Zelda games. This is pretty much the only game where the time limit is actually a fun and enhancing feature. It
really makes you pay attention to your surroundings as there are only so few places that you can visit in such a short time. And
when you finally figure it out, it feels immensely satisfying. Minit is a masterpiece in game design. 5\/5

Pros:
- While the game world is small, it is filled to the brim with secrets
- Every screen feels unique
- Great soundtrack
- Just plain fun
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Cons:
- It is only like, heh, a minit long. The sound track is very cute! But icant seem to find where steam placed the files... Does
anybody know where it might be?. Reach for the Stars! Or... Earth...

---

Corona Blossom is a very unique visual novel. The animation is that on par with Nekopara, as well as with the character design
for each of the characters. The story keep you entertained and wanting to know what happens next. The comedic aspect of it is
pretty much sexual humor, with the addition of some slapstick humor which is commonly found in most visual novels. Heroine
wise I'll only be going over the main characters the first volume relates to, R-ne who is an alien is cute and adorable as she learns
speech and actions. Kumiko's character is your standered tomboy whom most of the sexual jokes comes from. Then finally is
Shino whom is the motherly type who looks out for everyone. The main character is your standered visual novel protagonist who
much like everyone in visual novels lately with a tragic backstory. Losing both his parents in an accident he then is traumatized
whenever he works with machines. I do recommend it for casual players who play visual novels and enjoy visual novels for their
stories but the +18 patch isn't too worth it unless you just want the addition H-scenes which can be accessed through the main
menu.
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G O O D G A M E. We need achievements.. super buggy right now. World kept loading with no light, or my character was just
a shadow. Crashed 3 times, tutorial froze then crashed, controls sometimes work and sometimes dont....

I know i only spent 6 min attempting to play the game and i hope someday i can change this review because the game has huge
potential for fun but its just too broken right now

i7 5820k, 32 gigs ddr4, gtx 1080fe. Awsome soundtrack.

If you liked the game consider to get this OST or donate for the limited edition on the Nekojishi homepage.. Dissapointing,
especially compared to the previous game, Confess My Love. Without spoilers, this game starts shocking and has nothing else
after that. Only three endings with one able to be done in two different areas, and another one that can't be done twice on one
save file. Not worth the one dollar, play Confess My Love for a decent and suprising story. This was a waste of money... This is
a really good speedrunning title.

First about the normal game as casual game: The movement with the pixel swordman feels pretty good and fast. The game is
hard if you play it for the first time. The maps are good designed and you find many new paths. There's a nasty death system in
Prixel :) You have three lives, if you die three times you will be reseted one level beffore. The music is good but the sfx will
annoy a few people.
Speedrunning aspects: I am the first runner for that game, so, first time pathing is fun. The skillcap is not that high like other
titles but its high, because the actual game should represent just the first chapter. And there will come more powerups. After a
bit of practice you will be able to do the levels without much fails, but one little mistake and you are death, and dying is a big
timeloss. The endboss is currently by far the hardest thing in the run. I needed overall 13 hours gametime to do a run with a time
of 3:43rta (3:20gt).

There are issues in the game, espacially as a runner, (IGT, soundsettings, controlsettings, restarting for new run, little bugs) but
its Early Access and the developer will work on it :)
I'm looking forward to the release of the finished game!

Here is my run, but you should not look this if you want to play the game. (spoiler)
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=CzBLYRyJOhw. Very fun game in the beginning. I like that you can sell what you find
and not just collect....but game needs to be bigger with more high priced and interesting objects. Gets a little old once you know
where everything is. This format has a great deal of potential though. I would love to see an update for this, or even a completely
new and better version.. This is more like a port from a GEAR-VR, there is no in-out\/side-side recognition making this a
nausiating game for most. The shuttle pad is moved only by your head also meaning you have to flail your head around trying to
hit the ball. Just wish I had tried it out when I purchased it so that I could refund.. ni diala
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